
 
Thank you for considering Weasels on Easels for your Fursuiting and Costuming needs. We Look forward to bringing your unique 
character to life! 
 
Please read this page BEFORE filling out our quote form to better understand the Fursuit making terminology and make this 
process easier and clearer. 
 
You’ll need to fill out the form correctly and turn in ALL pages to get your quote! Quotes expire after 6 months, so if you’re not 
looking to purchase within that time, we recommend playing around with the price calculator on our website!  
 
Each character will need its own form, so if you want quotes for multiple characters, each one will need a form filled out for it! 
You can turn in up to 3 forms in any six-month period, and then after that, it costs $25 each, so choose wisely! (the first 3 in 
any 6-month period are free!) 
 
Fill out ALL sections needed for your suit type completely and legibly. Items marked with a 🐾🐾 are required for that section or 
box and must be marked. Items marked with a $ are upgrade selections that add to the overall price of your suit!  Your price is 
determined by the type of suit, the style of suit, the complexity of the design, the number of colors and any and all upgrades 
marked with a $.  
 
Suit Types:  

Fullsuit – This option includes Head, Bodysuit, Handpaws, Feetpaws, and a Tail 
Mini-Partial – This option includes Head, Handpaws, and a Tail 
Full-Partial – This option includes Head, Handpaws, Feetpaws, and a Tail 
Partial Plus– This option includes Head, Arm Sleeves, Leg Sleeves, Handpaws, Feetpaws, and a Tail 
Lower Half-suit – This option includes Head, Waist Down Legs, Handpaws, Feetpaws, and a Tail 
 

Suit Styles: 
 Kimono: Anime inspired with rounded features, exaggerated emotion and big eyes. 

Toony: Like a cartoon character. Exaggerated features and lots of personality with smooth, flat colors. 
 Semi Toony: Cartoon character features but with some realistic colors, shapes and/or patterns 
 Semi Realistic: Closer to a real animal but with exaggerated features and brighter colors/patterns. 
 Realistic: The feel of a living realistic animal but with some degree of personality. 
 Hyper Realistic: Become a walking, talking animal down to the slightest detail. 
 

Ordering Your Suit! 
I got my quote! Now what??  
 
Once you have your quote, and are ready to order, there are a few options! 
If we are currently open for Fullsuit slots, and your looking to pay in full, you may message us to enquire about filling a slot! 
 
If you will need a payment plan, we have a couple options for that as well! We can take payment plans up to 6 months in length 
on purchases of at least $2000 USD and up to 3 months in length for purchases of at least $1000. In both cases, you’ll be 
required to make a nonrefundable down-payment of at least 50% of your total! All work is added to the queue when paid in full, 
and for suits paid in full at start, 50% will be considered a nonrefundable deposit. Shipping is calculated and charged at 
completion for all work!  
 

Our Complete TOS and other purchase information can be found on our website at www.weaselsoneasels.com !  

http://www.weaselsoneasels.com/


 
 

Material Description Texture Rigidity Durability Weight Uses 

Resin Dense, hand cast plastic 
usually made from a two-part 
compound and used for a 
variety of things. 

Hard, 
Carvable, 
Sandable 

High High Medium 
- Heavy 

Headbases, Horns, 
Teeth, Claws, 
anything hard that 
you don’t want to 
flex. 

EVA Foam A type of open cell foam used 
in a variety of applications. It 
comes in many densities and 
is sandable, carvable and 
also has sculptable, clay like 
varieties.  

Semi 
Soft – 
Medium. 
Carvable, 
Sandable 

Medium Medium Medium Headbases, Horns, 
Props, Armor, 
Claws, Teeth, Detail 
Work, Feet Bottoms. 
Good for adding 
structure. 

Upholstery 
Foam 

Soft, Open Cell foam often 
used to make furniture, beds, 
pillows and other soft items. 

Soft 
Carvable 

Low Med-Low 
Heat 
Sensitive 

Light Padding, Head 
Bases, Horns, Ears. 
Large, thin items 
prone to warping 
over time. 

Faux Fur 
(fake fur) 

Most often used material for 
fur suits, comes in many 
lengths and densities. Most 
often made from acrylic or 
mod acrylic. 

Variable. 
Can be 
soft and 
smooth 
or 
textured. 

Variable 
Strength, 
usually 
low or 
one way 
stretch 

Variable Variable Bodies, Heads, 
Tails, Paws, Shawls, 
Hoods, Anywhere 
that needs fur. 
Typically caps at 3 -
4 inches in length. 

Minky Thin Density fabric with short 
plush fibers like a really short 
faux fur 

Soft, 
fuzzy and 
plush. 

Medium 
strength, 
Medium 
Stretch 

Medium-
Low 

Light Paw pads, Faces, 
Noses, Mouths, 
Palms of hands, 
Details, Etc 

Wefting Fur that has been made and 
woven by hand to achieve a 
specific length. Usually made 
from kaneckalon. 

Usually 
long, 
hair-like 
texture. 

Variable 
Strength 
and 
stretch. 

Variable, 
Depends 
on how its 
made. 

Variable Detail areas, 
Fringes, Manes, 
Floofs on Tails, 
anywhere needing 
fur 6+in in length. 

NFT Specialty Faux fur fabric 
made by National Fiber Tech 
with mixed fiber types 
specializing in custom, 
realistic and long length fur 
fabrics. 

Usually 
Realistic 
and hair 
or fur like 
texture 

Medium 
Strength. 
High 
Stretch. 

Medium 
durability 

Heavier Large areas 
requiring long or 
hyper 
realistic/specially 
colored fur, details, 
manes, fringes, etc. 

Vinyl Medium Density fabric that 
feels like leather. Other types 
are similar in feeling to tarps, 
or are smooth and shiny like 
plastic. Comes in a stretchy 
Variety  

Feels like 
a flexible 
smooth 
plastic or 
like 
leather 

Soft and 
Flexible, 
No 
Stretch 
or High 
Stretch 

Medium, 
can wear or 
tear on 
rough 
surfaces. 

Medium Pawpads, claws, 
Noses, Tongues, 
Teeth, horns, etc 
Difficult to use for 
very tiny 
applications, shows 
seams. 

Silicone Stretchy, soft, pliable rubber 
cast in molds from a two-part 
compound used for a variety 
of applications. Usually 
platinum cure silicone. 

Feels 
soft and 
squishy, 
similar in 
feeling to 
skin or 
fat. 

Soft, 
flexible 

Medium-
High 
durability 
and heat 
resistance 

Medium
- Heavy 

Used for paw pads, 
noses, tongues, 
claws, lips, horns 
and other detail 
work. Used to 
replicate realism or 
where rigid parts 
could be hazardous. 

Rubber Dense, yet pliable and 
somewhat soft. It is cast in 
molds from a two part 
compound used for a variety 
of applications. Usually a 
Urethane rubber.  

Feels 
similar to 
silicone, 
but much 
denser. 

Dense 
but 
Flexible 

High 
Durability 

Heavy Feet Pads, Horns, 
Spikes, Details. 
Often purchased in 
sheets and used to 
sole feet paws or 
shoe bottoms. 

  



Quote Form: 
Character Name:_____________________________ 
Species:__________________________________ 
Legal Name:________________________________ 
Email: ____________________________________ 
Age: _____/_____/__________ 

Please read and follow the instructions on Page One.  
Incomplete and/or Incorrectly filled forms will NOT 

receive a quote 

Remember to review our TOS and sign the 
agreement on the last page for it to be complete!

_________________________________________________________________ 

What Type of Suit / Parts Would You 
Like to Commission? 

(Check up to three) 
Suit Types: 

 Fullsuit (FS)   Mini-Partial (MP) 
 Full Partial (FP)           Partial Plus (PP) 
             Lower Half Suit (LHS)  
  Custom – Fill out all sections that apply  

Individual Parts: 
 Head      Bodysuit     Tail     Wings 
(See our Etsy for Hand and Feet Paws) 

How many colors does your suit have? ___ 
(All colors and Shades Excluding Eyes, Paw Pads, Claws, 
Teeth, Tongue) 

 Artistic Liberty Suit (Choose 3+ Colors and a species, and we
will design it how we like! NOT FOR EXISTING CHARACTERS) 

Species ______________   Colors___________________ 

 What style of suit/parts? 
This is a scale. Please mark on the scale how realistic or toony 
you want your suit/parts. 

------------------------------------------------------------------
|________|________|________|________|________|

Kimono    Toony      S-toony      S-Real         Real       H-Real

Would you like any Specialty furs?  Yes  No 

Type(s):  Multi-Tone$    Wefted$$ (5 -15inches)   NFT$$$ (5-10inches)  Other:_____________ 
 Location(s):____________________________________________________________ 

Bodysuit (Required for FS, LHS)     **REQUIRES DTD TO CREATE [DUCT TAPE DUMMY] **
🐾🐾Activity Level:   Casual    Semi Active$   Dance/Mascot$$ (Affects durability of build and materials used.) 
🐾🐾Customer Height: ____  Ft/in   🐾🐾Padding Type (choose one):  None – Plantigrade   Digitigrade$ 
🐾🐾Customer Weight: ____ Lbs                                         DropCrotch-Digitigrade$$      Full Body Pod$$$ 
🐾🐾Zipper Location:  Front   Back    Pockets:  Internal$  External$  EZ Cool Core Pockets #___$

   Muscle Padding    Shaved Belly    Do you need EZ Cool Cores?   No  Yes: (amount #___$$)

🐾🐾Electronics:  Yes$  No   Type(s):______________________  Location(s):_________________

Any Other Info: __________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 



 

Head (Required for FS, MP, FP, PP, LHS) 
 

🐾🐾Select Style (choose one with eye options below): 
 

 

 Toony 
(Vision through eyes) 
🐾🐾Eye Type: 
 Buckram  Plastic Mesh 
 Dome Over Mesh$ 

 Realistic$ 
 Hyper Realistic$$ 
(Tear Duct Vision) 

 

🐾🐾Eye Type: 
 Resin  Dome Over Mesh$ 

 Semi-Toony 
 Semi-Real  Kimono$ 

Other____________ 

🐾🐾Eye Type: 
 Buckram  Plastic Mesh 
 Resin  Dome Over Mesh$ 

🐾🐾Base Type (choose one with options below): 

 Resin 

🐾🐾Nose:  
 Fleece       Minky                 

 Vinyl        Silicone      Resin 
 

🐾🐾Jawset Type:  Resin  Fleece  Foam 
 Silicone/Resin    LED’s$ 

 

🐾🐾Tongue:  Fleece  Silicone  Resin  
 Foam 

🐾🐾Horns$ (select all that apply): 
  None  Antlers  Twisted   Straight 
  Curved  Other:_______________________ 
     Size:  2-6”  7-11”  12”+ 
 

Materials:  Resin  EVA Foam  Upholstery Foam 
Attachment:  Fixed Removable$               LED’s$ 

Number of Horns: ____ 
 

  🐾🐾Spikes$ (amount of each size):   No      Yes:   
     ___ 1-6”  ___ 7-11”   ___12”+             LED’s$ 

Materials:  Resin  EVA Foam  Upholstery Foam 
 

 Foam 

🐾🐾Nose:  
 Fleece        Minky     EVA Foam 

 Vinyl        Silicone  
              

🐾🐾Jawset Type:  Resin  Fleece  Foam 
 Silicone/Resin    LED’s$ 

 

🐾🐾Tongue:  Fleece  Silicone  Foam 
 

 

🐾🐾Horns$ (select all that apply): 
  None  Antlers  Twisted  Straight 
  Curved  Other:_______________________ 
     Size:  2-6”  7-11”  12”+ 
 

Materials:  EVA Foam  Upholstery Foam 
Attachment:  Fixed Removable$               LED’s$ 

Number of Horns: ____ 
 

  🐾🐾Spikes$ (amount of each size):   No       Yes:   
      ___ 1-6”   ___ 7-11”   ___12”+           LED’s$ 
Materials:  EVA Foam  Upholstery Foam  Resin 
 

🐾🐾Would you like more than one fan?  Yes: (Amount____)$       No 
All Heads include 1 Fan (additional fans increase noise and price) 

 

🐾🐾Theft Protection: Would you like a hidden pocket for a Tile GPS tracker?  Yes  No 
We will add a secret pocket to your head free of charge.    Do you Need a Tile chip provided? $  Yes  No 

     
 

🐾🐾Do You Wear Glasses?   Yes   No                      🐾🐾 Light up Eyes?  Yes   No 
🐾🐾Ears:  Posable  Static  None                          Vents$:  Ears  Cheeks  Other: ___________ 



 

Species Specific$: ___________________________________ 
________________________________________________
________________________________________________ 
Other info: ________________________________________ 
________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________ 

 

Handpaws and Sleeves (Required for FS, MP, FP, PP, LHS) 

🐾🐾Style (choose one):  Toony      Puffy Toony$     Slim Anthro     Feral$      Bird/Reptile$$   

  Hooves$$   Other$:________________________        Check for Shoulder Height Bird Wings$$$ 

🐾🐾Number of toes / Fingers:  5   4     3    3 w/ thumb      Hoove Toes$     Solid Hooves 
🐾🐾Claws:  None  Resin  Vinyl  LEDs$   🐾🐾Pads:  None  Vinyl  Minky  Silicone  LEDs$ 

Species Specific Info:  ____________________________________________________________ 

Other info: ____________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
🐾🐾Sleeves$:     Arms      Legs                                 If Arms, Length:  Elbows  [OR]    Shoulders$ 
 Attached to Paws   [OR]     Separate               If Yes and no DTD, Please Provide Measurements Below:             

Wrist To Elbow:___in  |  Wrist To Shoulder:___in     |   Ankle to Knee:___in 
Circumfrence of:  Wrist:___in | Elbow:___in | Shoulder___in | Ankle ___in | Calf ___in | Knee___in

Feetpaws (Required for FS, FP, PP, LHS) 
🐾🐾Number of toes:   3    4     5     4 w/Dewclaw$   3 w/Dewclaw$    Other$: _________ 
🐾🐾Claws:  None  Resin  Vinyl  LEDs$ 

Type (choose one box with its options below): 
 

 Indoor only$: 
 
🐾🐾Style (choose one):  
 Toony       Semi-Real 
 Realistic    Stompy$ 
 Plush Sock Paws$ 
 
🐾🐾Bottoms: 
 Vinyl Pads  Minky Pads  
 
 
 

 Outdoor: 
 
🐾🐾Style (choose one):  
 Toony       Semi-Real 
 Realistic    Stompy$ 
 
🐾🐾Bottoms (choose one):  
 Flat Rubber 
 Rubber Pads$ 
 

 

 

 Specialty Feet$: 
 

🐾🐾Style (choose one):  
 Toony       Semi-Real 
 Realistic    Stompy$   
 
Stilts/Heels (choose one, Op.): 
  Invisible/Wedge Heel$ 
  Short Stilts$$   
  Digi Stilts$$$ 

 
Hooves$ (choose one, Optional): 
 Cloven  Horse  
 
 Webbed Toes$  
 Other$: _______________ 
_______________________
______________________



 

Tail(s) (Required for FS, MP, FP, PP, LHS)             🐾🐾Number of tails: _____ 
 

🐾🐾Style:     Canine      Feline      Fox      Rabbit      Dragon     Sergal      Deer     

 Dutchie       None   Darss Edar       Other:_____________________________________ 

🐾🐾Length (choose one with options below, price goes up with length):  

 Small (Under 12in) 
 
 
 

 Medium (12 – 24in)  
 

Tail Upgrades: 
 Wagging$  

 Large (25- 36 in)  or  Over 36 in (specify): ___” 
 

Tail Upgrades: 
 Floor Dragging (30in min)    Wagging$   Articulated$$ 

Optional Features (choose all that apply): 

Electronics$:  Yes  No  If yes then what kind?_______________________________________ 

 Spikes$: How many? ___        Feathers$: How many? ___      Tail Tip Floof$    Fur Fringe$ 
 Squeaker$    Bells$     Giggle Tube$     Bow$      Tassels$    Fins$   Webbed Fringe$ 
Other info (ex. Placement of details, etc)________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________

Wings$           🐾🐾Number of Wings____   🐾🐾Lights$?  Yes, Where? _______  No  
🐾🐾Size (choose one with options below, price goes up with size): 
 Small (6 – 19”) 

Form(choose one):  
 Plush    Wired$ 

 

 Medium (20 - 24”) 

Form(choose one):  
 Plush       Wired$ 
 Articulated$$ 

 Large (25 – 36”) 

Form(choose one):  
    Wired$    
Articulated$$ 
  

🐾🐾Style (choose one with options below): 
 Feathered Toony           Feathered Realistic$ 

🐾🐾Feather Materials (choose one):  
 Actual Feathers$  Shaved Fur 
 Fleece  Felt  EVA Foam 
 Painted On Details  Minky 

Ribbing add-ons: 
 Claws$    Scales$    Other$________ 

 Webbed Toony            Webbed Realistic$ 

🐾🐾Webbing Materials:  
 Vinyl  Short Fur  Fleece 
 Stretch Lycra  Minky 

  Ribbing add-ons: 
 Claws$    Scales$    Other$________ 

 

Other: _______________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________



 

Agreement of Artistry 
 
I understand that the completion of this form and the return of it does not guarantee me a work 
slot nor does it require the artists at Weasels on Easels to accept my commission. Initials ______ 
 
I understand that the artists at Weasels on Easels are people too, and that while they may try to 
meet my requests the best they can, not everything is possible and that some things may not be 
able to be created due to skills, material or physical limitations of the build.               Initials ______ 
 
I understand that once I have turned in a form, received a quote and paid for contracted work, 
that no more changes to the character or design can be made. If changes are absolutely needed, 
there will be charges incurred, and work will not continue until they are paid.         Initials ______ 
 
 
I believe to the best of my abilities that this information is accurate and that in the event I order 
work, this form and the contained information may be used to create my work to the best of the 
abilities of the artists at Weasels on Easels and that by signing here, I agree to their terms of 
service that can be found on their website here: www.weaselsoneasels.com/terms-of-service . 
 
Signature:_____________________  Printed:___________________Date:____/____/________ 
 

Please include a three-view reference with your quote. For all asymmetrical 
designs, please include 4 sides. ¾ Views not accepted.  

Some exceptions may be allowed for quotes,  
but an approved reference will be required at build time before any work is started. 

Do not write below this line – Weasels on Easels Use Only 
Quote(s):__________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
  
Expiration: ____________ Verified by: ______________ Received on: ___/___/_____  
Forms in Last 6 Months: [] 1st [] 2nd [] 3rd [] ___       Reference Received: ____________ 
    Notes:________________________________________________________ 
If suit is ordered:  
Suit Ordered: __/__/____ Paid: __/__/____ Added to Queue: __/__/____  
Order Total: $__________ Shipping Cost: $____________ Payment Type: __________  
Shipping Address: ____________________________________________________  
Suit Started on: __/__/____ Suit Completed on: __/__/____  Verified by: __________  

http://www.weaselsoneasels.com/terms-of-service
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